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ABssmAcr It has already been shown that the number of pools in an open system
in the steady state cannot be determined from the number of exponential terms in
the specific activity function of a pool, even if the data were free from experimental
error. However, some information is conveyed by the number of exponential terms.
The information is different depending upon whether the data are obtained from
the pool into which the tracer is introduced or from another pool. In the latter case,
the number of exponential terms is shown to indicate the maximum number of
intermediate pools involved in the shortest path of transfer of material from the
injected pool to the pool in question. With regard to the former case, this paper is
restricted to functions with two exponential terms and shows which systems of n
pools (n 2 2) are consistent with such data. Consequently, biexponential experi-
mental curves can be interpreted in terms of models consisting of an unrestricted
number of pools in which each pool is defined in terms of fast mixing. The generaliza-
tion to cases of functions with more than two exponential terms can be carried out
in a similar manner.
INTRODUCTION
The number of terms in the specific activity function of a pool, following the in-
troduction of an isotopically labeled tracer into a system of interconnected pools,
can be smaller than the number of pools in the system. Sharney et al. (Sharney,
Wasserman, and Gevirtz, 1964) have described n-pool systems which are compatible
with specific activity functions consisting of the sum of only two terms. In a previous
study' we have analyzed n-pool irreducible systems (i.e. all pools exchange material
with each other) and have presented relationships among the rate constants of
transfer between the pools which are necessary and sufficient for a reduction in the
number of terms in all pools. It must be concluded, therefore, that the number of
pools in the system cannot be determined by counting the terms in the specific
activity functions of any number of pools, even if the functions are accurately known
and were not affected by imprecision or inadequacy of the experimental data.
1Mann, J., and E. Gurpide. 1969. Submitted to Bull. Math. Biophys.
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A common procedure in interpreting specific activity curves is to consider models
consisting of as many pools as terms which are necessary to describe the experi-
mental curve. However, for the reasons given above this approach seems arbitrary,
particularly since the number of pools of distribution of a compound in a biological
system can be expected to be large. Therefore, conclusions drawn from such sim-
plified systems may be meaningless.
Theorem I, in this paper, gives a set of conditions among the rate constants of
transfer between the pools which are necessary and sufficient for the specific activity
function of the pool initially labeled to be the sum of two terms. The fact that the
results were obtained considering n-pool systems and that the conditions are neces-
sary as well as sufficient make this analysis of general applicability. By a similar
treatment, results can be obtained for specific activity functions of more than two
terms.
The number of terms in the specific activity functions of the pool into which the
tracer is injected (pool 1) and of the other pools may be different. Theorem II de-
scribes the dependence of the number of terms in the specific activity function of a
pool i (i $ 1) upon the number of intermediate pools in the shortest pathway from
pool 1 to pool i, regardless of the number of terms in the specific activity function
of pool 1.
SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS
Throughout this paper, a pool will be defined as an entity determined by a compound
(or ion) in a particular space, imposing the condition that the mixing of the com-
pound in that space is instantaneous and homogeneous. Pool 1 will always refer to
the pool into which the tracer is initially introduced. The n pools do not necessarily
denote n different spaces of distribution of the tracer; they may also include other
compounds which are interconverted with the substance under study.
The rate of change in isotope content in pool 1 (y, in cpm, corrected for isotopic
decay, if necessary) results from the difference between the rate of entry of isotope
into the pool and the rate of removal of isotope from the pool, i.e.,
d n ndyi = kilyi - (-kll)yl = kiyi. (1)dt i-2 i
The symbol ki1 denotes the rate constant of transfer of material from pool i to pool
1; the symbol -kl denotes the rate constant of total removal of material from pool
1. The minus sign in the latter symbol is introduced for convenience in writing the
equations, as is evident from equation 1; it should be noted that -kl is positive and,
therefore, kil is negative.
It is desirable to write equation 1 in terms of specific activities (a), which are
more susceptible to experimental determination than total isotope content of a
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pool. Let hi be defined by the relationship
hijMj = rij = kiMi (2)
where rij is the rate of direct transfer of material from i to j and Mi denotes the
amount of material (moles) in pool i. If both sides of equation 1 are divided by
M1 , and if kil is replaced by hilMl/M,, then, since a, = yi/Mi, it follows that
n
T' = Ehlai (3)
s-i
where a', denotes the quantity doi/dt.
Equations similar to equations 1 and 3 can be written for each of the pools in the
system. Thus,
n
Ep,hiai, p = 1, 2 ...n. (4)
i-1
THEOREM I
A necessary and sufficient condition for the specific activity function of pool I to
have two terms is that there exist a number A such that
n n n
A E hiHli,(q = E E h,,h,,Hjj(q) for 1. q . n -1 (5)
i-2 i2 j-2
where n is the number of pools in the system and where
nn
H1i(q) = .*. . h1,1h,,,, *h* _, and H1i(l) = hii. (6)
H1i() includes the sum of all the products of the h's involved in each of the
possible pathways of transfer from pool 1 to pool i through the intermediacy of
q - 1 pools.
The proof of this theorem follows from a sequence of lemmas. Let h1l 1 equal the
sum of the h's corresponding to the transfer of material to pool 1 from all other
pools in the system, i.e.,
hI 1 = h2l + hs, + * * * + hn, . (7)
Also, let JII be a weighted average of the specific activities of all pools other than
1, as seen from pool 1, i. e.,
oril =- (h2lr2 + halo-a + * + hnlan) (8)hi,I1
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Lemma 1
A necessary and sufficient condition that a, have two terms is that there exist con-
stants hi I, and hII I, such that
all = huial + hi, la0l
allII = i1,1-+ h11 II,II * (9)
Proof of Sufficiency. If h11 1 hi I, , and h11 II are constants, then by solving
equation 9 by the standard methods (Rainville, 1964) it is seen that a, (and all)
has two terms. In fact, if cal and a2 are the negatives of the roots of the equation
(hi, - x) hi,1 0
hI11 (h#I I, - X-
then
01 = Dlle-ait + D12e-a2t
07II = D2je a,t + D22e-a2t (10)
if cil a2 and
01 = Diie-t + D12te-at
= D2,e-t + D22te-at (11)
if al = a2 = a.
The value of the coefficients in equations 10 and 11 are not necessarily the same.
Proof of Necessity. Since by equation 3, a', = hilau + h2la2 + ... +
h.lan X it follows from the definition of hll 1 and auI in equations 7 and 8 that
0 1 = h1lll + h11 ll *
Hence, the first equation of 9 is satisfied. In order to show that the second equation
of 9 also holds, the proof will now be divided into two cases: when a, $ a2 and
when al = a2.
Case 1. If al has two terms and a, $ a2, then a, is given by equation 10 and
a = -aiDlne-it- a2D,2eaa't. (12)
By equation 9, all = (a', - hloa0)/hyi 1, and therefore by equations 10 and 12
= -h=1- 1 [Dni(al + hll)e alt + D12(a2 + hll)e a2t. (13 )
It shall now be shown that if the expressions for a1 in equation 10 and all in equa-
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tion 13 are substituted in the second equation of 9, constant values for hi II and
lII II can be obtained. Thus,
1 [Diia(ai + hu)e-"' + Dl2a2(a2 + hn)eaet] = Dlhi iie
+ D2hi 1e"a2t - II [DnI(al + hl)e-alt + D12(a2 + h,)e ]a2. (14 )
hIl 1
Equation 14 will be satisfied if
D11(cii + hn1) Diiai(al + h11)
hi, 1 hII 1
and
D12h,-I D12(a2 + h1l) h = D12a2(a2 + hn1) (15)
hI I
Neither D1, nor D12 is zero since it is assumed that a, has two terms in equation 10.
Constant values for hi I, and hII I, may be determined from equation 15 by Cramer's
rule if the determinant, A, of the coefficients is different from zero. But,
DiD,(ai + hn1)
A ll -=l (hi,I2D+hD)2 (al- a2) $ O
D12 -D12 M hn)1j
since a, $ a2 and Di, $ 0, D12 $ 0. Thus, the proof for case 1 is complete.
Case 2. If a1 has two terms and a, = a2 = a, then a, is given by equation 11 and
vt1 = (-Dnla + D12)e-t - D2ate-at. (16)
Again, by equation 9, au, = (a'1 - hulal)/h1i 1, so that by equations 11 and 16,
Ofii = -
I
[DuI(a + hn1) - D12 + D12(a + hll)t]et. (17 )
As before, by substituting equations 11 and 17 in the second equation of 9, it follows
that
- [D12(a + hi,) - Dla(a + hi,) + Di2a - D12a(a + hll)t]e at
II1
D1lh1 i e-at + D1h1ih -at h- I [D (a + hi,)hii 1
-Dn + D12(a + hii)t]eat. (18)
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Equation 18 will be satisfied if
Dilh, - Dn(a -i+ hi,) D12 h1 IIhi, 1
- h-11[D12(a + hi,) - Dlca(a + hi,) + D al] (19)
and D12DiI- 12(a + hi,) hIIII = D12 a(a + h1,)hII1 hii
Since the determinant of the coefficients in equation 19
-D D11(a1 + hi,) -
hiI1
values for h11 1 and hII II can be obtained from equation 19. Therefore, the proof of
Lemma 1 is complete.
It should be noted that, since ealt and e-2t in equation 14 are linearly inde-
pendent, the only constant values of hi Ij and hl II which satisfy equation 14 are
those given by equation 15. Similarly, the only constant values of hi I, and hI, II
which satisfy equation 18 are those given by equation 19 since e-at and te-at are
linearly independent. Furthermore, both in cases 1 and 2,
hill = _ (al + hi,)(a2 + h11) (20)
hII 1
and
h II= -(al + a2 + hi,). (21)
In particular, if a, = a2 = a these last two equations become
hI= _ (a + h1)2 (22)hII 1
In particular, if the specific activities of all the exchanging peripheral pools are proportional at all
times (ai = Ci2o,2, i P 1), the constant
E, E Ci2h.jhil
A _ i-2 j-2
ECiAil
i-2
will obviously satisfy equation 24. In a previous study' it was shown that, in this case, all the a, have
two exponential terms.
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The constant h1i 1 is not zero by definition, since otherwise no tracer would re-
enter pool 1 and al would not be given by equation 10. Hence, since hi I, cannot be
negative, it must equal zero because of equation 22. Then a + hi, = 0 and, by equa-
tion 23, hi, 1I = -a.
Lemma 2
A necessary and sufficient condition that there exist constants hi II and hII II SO that
equation 9 holds is that there exist a constant A so that
n n n
A F hilai ZE E hiihilai (24)
i-2 i2 j2
for all values of t.
Proof of Necessity. By differentiating equation 8 with respect to t and
replacing each ai in the resulting expression by equation 4, it follows that
I
-
I =- [(hl2h2l + * + hlnhnl)7)l + --- + hn2h21 + * + hnnhnl)On]. (25)
The right hand sides of the second equation in 9 and 25 are, therefore, equal and
since at t = 0, ai 0, vi = 0 for i 0 1 and , = 0, it follows that
hi = hl2h21 + -.. + hinhn( 26
Consequently,
hIjII --= [(h22h2l+-- + h2nhnl)O2 + ... + (1hn2h2l + ... + hnnhnl)n]
But this is equation 24 with A = hII I, , since by equation 8 hi,O =or,, n hilo,.
Proof of Sufficiency. It must be shown that constants hi I, and hli II
exist so that equation 9 holds. Let hi II be defined as in equation 26 and let h11 uI = A.
Then, if hi ,hi, la, is added to both sides of equation 24, it results
n n
hi ,i,I larl + hII IIhII lOiI = hi ,i,^I la, + E E hi*hS¢ii . ( 27 )
i2 j2
By equations 26 and 25, the right hand side of 27 equals h11 la']l . Thus, a' =
hi ,or, + hi, la,, and the proof of Lemma 2 is complete.
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Lemma 3
There will exist a constant, A, so that equation 24 holds if, and only if,
n n n
AE hij(ojs())o = E E hj2hji(o,(')o (28)
i-12 i-2 je2
withthesameA, forq = 1, 2 . (n -1).
Proof. Since equation 28 is the qth derivative of equation 24 evaluated
at t = 0, equation 28 holds whenever equation 24 does. A proof of the converse
now follows.
Each oi is a linear combination of the same n linearly independent functions;
these functions are of the form e-at or tke-ait, where k is a positive integer, de-
pending upon whether some of the a's are repeated and the multiplicity of the repe-
tition. If these functions are called f1(t), -.. , fn (t), then
n
asi = : Di,fj( t) . (29)j=1
If each oj in equation 24 is replaced by equation 29, and if like terms are grouped
together, then equation 24 may be written as
Clfl (t) + C2f2(t) + + Cnfn(t) = 0 (30)
where the C's are constants.
Lemma 3 states that if equation 30 holds for the qth derivative at t- 0 with
1 . q < n - 1, then it holds for all t. Then, by hypothesis,
Cjli(0) + - + Cnfn(0) =0
C1f1(0) + * * + Cnf'n(0) = 0
Clfl(nO)) + ***+ C f nl() 3)CI n0 .. 14~'(0 =0. ( 1)
The first equation in 31 follows from the fact that at t = 0 each ai = 0 for i _
2 so that equation 24 certainly holds for t = 0.
The determinant of the coefficients in equation 31 is the Wronskian of the func-
tions fi, * f evaluated at t = 0. It does not vanish because the functions are
linearly independent (Rainville, 1964). Since the right hand side of each equation
in 31 is zero, each Ci = 0. Thus equation 30 holds for all t and, therefore, so does
equation 24.
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Lemma 4
Equations 5 and 28 are equivalent.
Proof. By changing indexes in equation 4, one gets
is
at; Ehpap, i= 1,2--- ,n (32)
p 1
and
(aj)o= hii(oal)o
since, at t = 0, all tracer is in pool 1. Differentiation of both sides of equation 32
yields (after a change of indexes)
n
cr",= E hpl.a'p,P= l
or by replacing a'., by its value given by equation 32
n n
al"i =E E hplihpplap .
P1=1 p-1
Thus,
n
(a"00O= E h1,hp,1(i)o .
By induction it follows that
n n
(ai )= E*.h.p,hp.P2 hpq2p2q_1hpq .i(oi)o. (33)
P1=1 Pq-1-1
Consequently,
(ai(q))H=Hi(q)(a1) q = 1, 2 n - 1. (34)
This completes the proof of Lemma 4. The proof of Theorem I results directly
from Lemmas I through 4.
COMMENTS ON THEOREM I
The constants h1I 1, hi II and hII II in equation 9 (the equations which, according
to Lemma 1, hold if a, has two terms) have the same properties as the constants
h2l, h12, and h22 in a simple 2-pool model. That hi, II is negative, as is h22, is seen
as follows. Since hi 11hic 1 is nonnegative by virtue of equation 26, the factors
(a, + hi,) and (a2 + hi,) in equation 20 must have opposite signs. If, for instance,
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(al + hn1) is positive, then (a2 + al + hi,) is positive since a2 > 0. Therefore, by
equation 21, hI 11 is negative.
If the conditions of Theorem I are satisfied, all the pools in the system other than
pool 1 behave as a single pool as far as pool 1 is concerned. If hII 1, hi I, hII I
and aur were replaced by h2l, h12, h22, and 02, respectively, equation 9 would de-
scribe a simple 2-pool system. Hence, even though these (n - 1) pools do not con-
stitute a pool in the sense of implying fast mixing, they behave kinetically as a
single pool with respect to pool 1. However, it is possible that neither pool 1 nor
any other pool will have two terms in its specific activity function if the tracer is
administered into a different pool.
Since, as is indicated above, the differential equations which apply to a 2-pool
system are formally identical with 9 the same formulae derived from 2-pool models
(Tait et al., 1961; Gurpide et al., 1964) which allow the calculation of hi, and h22
from experimentally obtained values of DLi, D12, acl, and a2, can be used to cal-
culate hi, and hi, II,. It should be noted, however, that the physiological meaning
assigned to h22 could be quite different from the interpretation of the parameter
h1i I, . Furthermore, formulae for the estimation of h12 and h21 from experimental
data, which may be justified by special restrictions in the 2-pool model, cannot be
applied to estimate hi II and hi, 1. An expression for hII II, in terms of the rate
constants of transfer among the pools, is obtained from equations 5 and 6 when
q = 1. Thus, since A = hlI WI ,
n n
E E hlihijhjl
h1l II = i2 j2 (35)
Ehiihil
i-2
It can be noted that if n = 2, hI, II = h22 .
All expressions involving h's can be transformed into expressions involving the
usual rate constants, k, by applying the relationships shown in equation 2. For
instance, equations 5 and 6 are equivalent to
n n n
A E kiiKii()= E , ki,kjK1i()) q = l, 2 ... , (n-1) (36)
i-2 i2 j-2
where
n n
Kii(q) k=131P ..-E.llpl2@ kpQ
P1 1 PQ-1-1
and
Kii(l) = kii.
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Theorem I makes explicit the properties of the system which determine that the
specific activity function of pool 1 have two terms. A similar analysis can be ex-
tended to specific activity functions of pool 1 having m terms, m > 2. However, a
different analysis would be necessary to study the implications of finding m terms
in the specific activity function of a pool other than 1. Theorem II shows a relation-
ship between the number of terms (m) in pool i (i 5 1) and the number of inter-
mediate pools in the shortest path of transfer of material from pool 1 to pool i.
A "shortest path" of transfer between two pools is a route which involves the
minimum number of intermediate pools, regardless of the amounts of material
which is transferred by each of the possible paths.
THEOREM II
If the specific activity function aj of pool i (i $ 1) has m terms, m > 1, there can-
not be more than m- 2 intermediate pools in the shortest pathway from pool I
to pool i.
Proof. If s is the number of intermediate pools in the shortest path of
transfer from 1 to i, each of equations 33 with q - 1 < s must be zero. This is
evident since each term of equation 33 represents a pathway from 1 to i consisting
of, at most, q - 1 intermediate pools; since such pathways do not exist for q -
1 < s, at least one of the h's in each term must be zero. Thus, (Oi(q))O = 0 for q -
<s.
The theorem is proved by contradiction. Suppose there are more than m- 2
intermediate pools in the shortest path from 1 to i, i.e., s > m - 2. Therefore,
(Ot(q))0 = 0, at least for 0 < q -1 im- 2, or equivalently, for 1 . q _ m- 1.
Furthermore, since (oi)0 = 0 for i $ 1, it follows that
(i())o=O for 0<q_im-1. (37)
By hypothesis a, has m terms, i.e.
ai = Clfi + C2f2 + + C4fm (38)
where the f's are functions of t as in the proof of Lemma 3. Equation 38 with the
conditions in equation 37 yields
Cifi(O) + ... + Cmfn(0) = 0
Clf'1(O) + * + Cmf'm(0) = 0
C,f(rn-i (0) + Cmfm1)(0
cgi (+ * + Cmfm (O) = 0. (39)
Again, as in the proof of Lemma 3, the determinant of the coefficients of equation
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39 is unequal to zero. Consequently, C1 = C2 = ... = Cm = 0. This contradicts
the assumption that ai has m nonvanishing terms.
Another enunciation of Theorem II is that if there are m- 2 intermediate pools
in the shortest pathway from 1 to i, then a- must have at least m terms.
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